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Yearbooks through
the Years
The story of Law School yearbooks past and the present effort to launch another one
by .John Fedynsky

To Wit

The life of an educational institution is
perhaps best reflected in yearbooks, since
the focus in those annals is people. Given
the ongoing effort to once again resurrect
the Law School's yearbook, ali ttle history
is in order.
An overview

The Law School has had many manifestations of an annual yearbook. All
share the common trait of failing to take
permanent hold. The Class of 1894 put
forth the first incarnation in To Wit, which
was followed in 1896 by a similar
hardbound volume called the Res Gestae
(just how that evolved into this publication is a matterfor another article). Things
went dormant for a while and the Lawyers Club filled the void, publishing annual books not about the Law School per
se, since their publications were limited
to the Lawyers Club itself. In 1925 came
The Brief Year Book of the Lawyers Club of
the University of Michigan. Finally in 1952
emerged The Quad, which published in the
years 1952-58,1960-61 and 1963-67before
The Codicil supplanted it in 1968, retaining much of the same format. This permutation published in the years 1968-73,
1977, and 1980-82. In 1989, The Quad was
resurrected for the first time and appeared
again in 1990 and 1992, the last edition that
this writer could find. Now for a deeper
look at these books.

UN \V.

Just how many copies of this book exist
is an open question, but judging by the
fact that the library's copy bears the stamp
of Millerville State College in Pennsylvania suggests that they are hard to come
by. According to the editors, "Thus far in
the history of the Department of Law no
annual of the nature of ours has ever been

issued ... the time is ripe for such a publication."
The book featured statistics about the
class, some faculty biographies, a directory of the class, advertisements, and a
section on student organizations. The organizations included athletic teams, fraternities, "Glee and Banjo Clubs" and the
Jeffersonian Society.
Each class had its own colors and yell.
The Class of 1894's colors were red and
white. Its yell- "Ki Yi, Ki Yi, Ki Yippi, Ki
Yaw; Michigan, Michigan, '94 Law!" At
the time students only matriculated for
two years and the book includes an editorial giving many reasons for why the
course of study at U of M should be three
years, not the least of which is the schools
in the "East" already ran for three years!
Between the lines seems to be a genuine
desire to stay, whatever the reason.
That desire may stem from the poem
that inspired the name of the book, a poem
with a strong theme of transience. According to the editors, Walter Herman Kirk
wrote the poem "after the style of a similar poem by Youmans. Through a mistake part ofthe title was omitted. The title
should read 'Write a Poem for To Wit: a Ia
Youmans"'
Continued on page 4
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A Comment on Career Services
When I started at Michigan Law School,
I and my classmates were assured that we
were going to have a wonderful three
years here and a bright future. Now, three
years later, only one of these promises has
come true. The Law School has provided
me with a great many opportunities and I
have met many interesting people whom
I hope will be long-time friends. However, as I graduate, I am looking at a future without a job and I know I am not
alone. My complaint is not with the individuals of Career Services, but with the
way the system is structured. Career Services was not prepared to deal with the
growing need for alternative legal employment that resulted from the massive
cuts in legal hiring this year by firms. For
the most part, advice on government employment is almost non-existent, advice
on how to pursue mid-size or small firms
in smaller markets is negligible, and
heaven forbid anyone mention the words
"sole practitioner."
For example, the federal government
has a two-year honors program called the
Presidential Management Internship
(PMI) program. PMis must be nominated
through a competitive procedure at their
graduate schools. To date, the law school
does not have any nominating process for
the PMI program, nor does it provide information to students about it. The International Law Society (ILS) provided information to Career Services about foreignservice internships at the State Department. Career Services debated the issue
for several days and never passed it on to
students. Often, students who go to Career Services seeking information on government jobs are sent to the Office of Public Service, which seems to have an ideological problem equating government service with public service.
This type of advice would not be difficult to provide. For example, in five minutes I was able to go to the
www.usajobs.com website and find 12
advertised attorney positions. Why
doesn't Career Services regularly check
these listings and post the information to
students, or at the very least tell students
to check out the website? For international
jobs, Career Services and the Office of
Public Service only like to funnel people

into the programs set up through our law
school in Cambodia and South Africa.
This year, ILS and Dean Gordan, published a booklet with listings of many international opportunities, such as NATO,
the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights, and the WTO. Why didn't Career
Services know about these things?
Career Services provides alumni networking opportunities for students working at firms. Why don't they provide the
same services to students seeking work in
government? Couldn't we have a networking reception in D.C. for students
and alumni working in the public interest, including government?
I don't think these problems are theresult of intentional neglect by specific individuals in Career Services. I believe
Career Services should sit down with every student, ask them about their career
goals, and really try to come up with individualized opportunities. However,
these tasks are not included in their job
descriptions. The smug assumption that
every Michigan law student will find a job
in a top 100 firm has been belied by the
realities of a harsh economy. This economic climate has exposed an endemic
problem in the way Michigan approaches
career planning. We cannot continue only
to encourage students to become cookie
cutter law firm associates. For me, the
right career choice was government, but I
found little help in pursuing it. The one
job I really want was not advertised at the
law school at all- I only learned of it from
a friend. Another friend said angrily to
me, "didn't those of us interested in public service pay as much tuition as those
who want to go to firms?" Career Services' current structure ignores a good
portion of the population of this law
school while still collecting their tuition
dollars. In order to make sure that people
not only have jobs at graduation, but jobs
in which they'll be happy, Career Services'
mandate and staff need to be expanded
to include alternatives to practicing law
in a large law firm.
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The Campbell Moot Court Competition:
Let's not make the same mistake this year
The initial rounds of the Campbell Moot
Court Competition are complete and the
Quarterfinalists are set. Congratulations
are deserved all around. I write only to
ask the Campbell Board, led by Dean
Charlotte Johnson, to avoid a repeat of the
shameful fiasco that occurred in last year's
Quarterfinal round.
I was lucky enough to have made the
Quarterfinals last year, and I was thrilled
to be so honored. I spent countless hours
on my brief, as I am sure the other participants did. However, I was disheartened
when I received my opponents' brief and
found serious rules violations. Specifically, the brief of Matt Ralph and Nara
Ahn (who have since graduated) were not
double-spaced, as required by the rules.
In an attempt to more fully develop their
argument, that they had "massaged" the
line spacing. They didn't change it
enough so that it was obvious, but only
enough to add about 4 pages worth of
support.
I know this is done in high school and
certainly undergrads often use the trick,
but I was shocked that a law student at a
top ten law school would blatantly attempt to breach the clear rules to achieve
an unfair advantage. This breach was especially egregious because Mr. Ralph and
Ms. Ahn were both members of the Law
Review, and clearly leaders at our prestigious institution. I asked Mr. Ralph what
spacing he used on his brief and he admitted that he had changed the spacing
from 2.0 to 1.75 in order to fit a few extra
pages worth of argument into his brief.
His explanation was that anything from
1.75 to 2.0 was considered double-spaced.
Shaking my head, I asked him if he read
the rule, "briefs must be double-spaced"
to mean "briefs can be double spaced or
anything thereabouts." Apparently that
was his reading, because it was his only
justification.

I brought the violations to the attention
of the Board, and was assured that the
proper penalties would be assigned to the
violating briefs. When the quarterfinal
scores came out, I was surprised to find
that Mr. Ralph and Ms. Ahn had advanced
to the semi-finals. John Knepper, a board
member, informed me that no penalties
were assessed because many other Law
Review members had committed the same
violation. He stated that the members of
Law Review had determined for themselves that line spacing of 1.75 or more
would be considered double-spaced. I
demanded the names of the participants
who used the special "Law Review" Rule,
but the Board refused to divulge.
I then enlisted the help of Dean Johnson,
who claimed that the rules deviations
were justified as a "printer problem." I
informed her that Mr. Ralph himself had
told me that he deliberately changed the
line justification to 1.75 (per the Law Review Rule), and that no "printer problems" were the cause. I was told that the
decision of the board was final and that
the results would stand.
In addition, Dean Johnson reiterated another argument for the propriety of the decision. She and the board had calculated
my scores, and had determined that my
oral argument score was so low that even
if penalties were assessed I would not
have advanced to the semi-final round.
First, I must point out that justifying unethical actions by smearing the
whistleblower is detestable. This institution, which holds the integrity of its students above all other traits, has a duty to
teach (sometimes by example) that the
rules apply to all equally. Law Review or
not, the same rules apply to all participants.
But more importantly, Dean Johnson
and the Board missed the point entirely.
They claimed my only complaint was that
I was unfairly kept out of the semi-final

there was never a level playing field. I
was disgusted that the top students at our
institution would so readily replace the
actual rules with rule interpretations that
were not available to all participants. Regardless of the outcome, the violators
should have been penalized to show that
the rules apply to all. Losing a fair fight I
can accept. Losing a rigged fight I cannot. That was my complaint.

I am not sure whether I would have
advanced to the finals or not. However, I
am certain that neither the board nor Dean
Johnson could predict what I would have
written had I had an additional four
pages. Nor could they have determined
how my oral argument score would have
improved if those hours I spent cutting
down the length of my brief were instead
used to prep for my oral argument.
My experience gives me pause when I
ask, "are we a nation of laws, or a nation
of men?" Would the average perjurer
have gotten away with an explanation like
"that depends on what the definition of is
is?" Certainly not. Only a powerful lawmaker receives such lenient treatment.
Does two equall.75? Or does two equal
two? Should the answer to this question
depend on whether I am on Law Review?
Certainly not, but to last year's Campbell
Board it did. We all want to believe that
the same rules apply to everyone equally.
I am afraid to say that this institution has
graduated at least one class that believes
that a different set of rules applies to them
(a belief that has been affirmed by the Administration).
I ask first that the Finalists in this year's
Campbell Competition act with complete
integrity. I ask that you refrain from all
impropriety. Use the rules to your advantage in every way, but stay within the rules.
Secondly, I ask that the Campbell Board
a~d Dean Johnson ensure that the integnty of the Competition and of Michigan
Law School is upheld. In the unfortunate
and unlikely event that one or more participants violates the rules, the proper action must be taken.
Lawrence M. Markey Jr.
(3L, currently visiting at UCLA)
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Write a poem for "To Wit:"
Keep up the moment flit,
Never mind what comes of it,
Write a poem for "To Wit:"
Make it either short or long,
Make the metre right or wrong,
Let the thought be weak or strong,
Write a jolly college song,
Write a lawyer's poor complaint,
Tell of night winds murmuring faint,
Sing of mortals; sing of saint;
Use words commonplace or quaintBut- write a poem for "To Wit:"
Never mind what comes of it;
Hurry up the moments flit,
Write a poem for "To Wit"
The editors expressed the hope that subsequent classes would perpetuate their
project, which, as the poem might have
predicted, never came to pass in subsequent, flitting moments.
Res Gestae
Two years later a book with a different
title and largely the same format was put
together. Its content, however, was very
similar. One prominent exception is the
story of the "Whiskers Club." The Res
Gestae recounts "the sprouting, growth
and decay of that strangest and wildest
of organizations, the 'Whiskers Club."'
The Club sought fame and saw to it that
their faces were "dirtier, their beards
blacker and longer and curlier than those
of any preceding club." Their moment of
glory and ultimate downfall came at the
Washington Birthday Celebration.
The 1956 Quad creatively used the letters of its name to organize its sections Quality (for faculty), Unity (for the graduating class), Activity (for student organizations) and Diversity (for photos of student life).
Later editions of The Quad varied in
some important respects. Some were
softbound and reminiscent of the
facebooks now published annually. The
1966 Quad includes a photograph of how
Dominick's once looked, as well as a page
about the Law Wives Association, and a

collection of baby photographs under the
heading "Our Daddies Are Lawyers."
The Codicil first appeared in 1968. Pictures of Dean Jeffrey Lehman as a student
and editor of the Law Review appear in
the 1980 Codicil.
The Quadrangle of 1988 resurrected The
Quad for the first time. In 1989, its cover
designed mimicked that of West Publishing Company, whose permission was ensured by a conscientious editor, no doubt.
It contains the first appearance of the Law
School Student Senate
and a picture
of a youthful
Dean David
Baum as a student,
still
sporting a
beard.
The last edition
this
writer could
find appeared
"Driving force" bein 1992. Ten
hind The Quad:
years later,
Lucille "Lu" Huston Nick Janiga, a
Class of 1952 as she
2L who hapappeared in the yearpens to be
book she helped
managing edifound.
tor of the Res
Gestae, is determined to see the Law
School's yearbook rise yet again.

LLM students are particularly interested
in ordering books to bring home and share
with family and friends who might be
unfamiliar with Michigan.
The book also needs a name, which has
not been a "high priority," Janiga explained, because of other concerns like
organizing and selling. "Ultimately, the
committee will decide [the name) but we
would like input," he said.
When asked to speculate why it is that
the yearbook's success ebbed and flowed
in the past, Janiga again noted the need
for motivated organizers and a responsive
market. Another reason perhaps is the
existence of the face book that is distributed annually to first-year students. According to library records, it has been published every year since 1966 under different titles, with "Face book" beginning in
1996.
"The face book and yearbook are very
different," said Janiga. "(The face book)
is good for putting names to faces and will
not be on your shelf in ten years."
"(The yearbook is) something to remember . .. three years by," he said. "The
yearbook is meant to be an archive [of
memories]."
Accordingly, one finds in the archives
that are past yearbooks a record of student
life reflected in the student organizations
of years gone by, a few of which are profiled below.

The present effort
Janiga, who is Editor-in-Chief of the
upcoming yearbook, was "poking
around" in the basement of the Lawyers
Club with friends when they stumbled
onto old copies of The Quad and The Codicil. According to him, "somebody mentioned why don't we have one of these,"
and Janiga decided, "I'll do it."
He has assembled a "committee of
people that expressed an interest" and this
"hard core" group is determined to see the
project through. According to Janiga, a
successful yearbook needs two things:
dedicated people behind it and enough
people to purchase books and fund the
project. "I'm fighting against both pressures," he says. He feels "more control"
over the first and admits, "ordering is
slower than I'd like. The people who are
ordering seem very enthusiastic . .. I need
to find a way to spread the excitement."

Case Clubs
The 1952 Quad gives a good description
of what was the largest student organization at the Law School, which persisted
until at least 1992. It was devoted to
"training in legal argumentation." In
1952, there were sixteen clubs named for
distinguished Michigan jurists. The Senior Judge of each club was the one with

Barristers picture from the 1953
yearbook
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the highest score compiled from the previous two years. The Junior Clerk, who
had the highest individual score during
the first year, assisted the Senior Judge. As
for any moot court competition, students
prepared written briefs and gave oral arguments before a bench of three judges
based upon the same hypothetical case.
Those with the highest scores in their Club
entered the elimination rounds for the
HenryM.CampbellAward. Thetwowinning teams argued before a distinguished
panel of visiting judges, some of whom
were from the United States Supreme
Court. The competition still exists today,
but not the case clubs.

The Barristers
This group began as a literary society
in 1904. Its constitution states that its purpose "shall be the social and professional
advancement of its members and the law
school." How the Barristers sought to
achieve that end evolved with time. In
1957, The Quad indicated that the Barristers sponsored formal social events such

as the "Wigge & Robbe" in the fall and
the "Crease Ball" in the spring. They
helped fund the case clubs and established
a $250 scholarship for a deserving thirdyear student. The Barristers also conducted "semi-annuallaw library bell-ringing sessions" that, as far as this writer
could tell, consisted of dressing in robe
and wig and disrupting studying students
with a ringing bell and some sort of presentation or proclamation. The 1956 Quad
captioned one photo "Humor clothed in
dignity - or is it the other way around"

and described one of the Barristers' activities as "nightly quaffing." To quaff, according to one dictionary, means, "to
drink deeply or repeatedly." The Barristers also published the "Raw Review" - a
publication of "questionable merit." Their
leader was the "Lord Chancellor."
In 1947, the Barristers began wearing
their signature black string ties, which
appear in numerous group photographs
inmanyeditionsoftheyearbook. Huston
says that they wore them from time to time
in class. Membership was limited to 35
students in each class. Ten 2Ls were selected in the spring and they would select
the other 15 in the fall of their final year.
Students were "tapped" for initiation and
anyone expecting to be tapped stayed in
his room when initiation time came
around. According to Huston, who joined
the group in his second year, "I thought it
was a great honor," which was generally
reserved for student leaders, editors of the
Law Review, distinguished moot court
competitors, etc. Membership lists were
published in numerous yearbooks. By
1989, the Barristers purported in the yearbook
to be a secret society, obscuring their faces in
their group photo. In
1990, they dismissed the
fact that they were not
allowed a pendaflex
folder like recognized
student groups and
stated that they thrived
in the face of that. All in
all, the Barristers appear
to have been the rabblerousers of the community. One yearbook
noted that "apart from
having more fun than the
rest of the class, in the end the Barristers
will probably make more money."

The Equity Society
Speaking of secret societies, this group
appeared just once, in the 1966 Quad. They
claim their origins in 13'h Century England
and that they were founded in Ann Arbor
in 1898 by M. Nonin Terc Oursit, a visiting lawyer from France. He found among
the students twelve members "totally
dedicated to equity .. . in conformance
with the 12MaximsofEquity." The group

claimed to publicize itself only to admit
of its existence. They relaxed their secrecy
policy due to "a decreasing interest in and
awareness of equity in the United States
today as illustrated by the merger of equity and law in the courts and the criminal deletion of the Equity course from the
law school's curricula." A photo depicting members kneeling with their backs
turned accompanies the statement. This
writer wonders if the whole thing is a
hoax.

The Psurfs
Facetiously claiming to be "The Ann
Arbor Surf-Board-Riding and MountainClimbing Society," this group was actually a group of singers who appeared in
early editions of The Quad. In time, their
place in the pages of yearbooks was lost,
only to make way for its arguable progeny, the Headnotes, who perform regularly to this day.
Fraternities
The 1952 Quad lists five fraternities: Tau
Epsilon Rho, Phi Delta Phi (America's first
professional fraternity, which still runs its
house), Phi Alpha Delta, Kappa Beta Pi
(the women's legal fraternity), and Delta
Theta Phi.
Conclusion
Whatever form it had, the Law School's
yearbook continues to give a great gift:
institutional memory. People come and
go, groups thrive and dissolve, titles
change and reemerge, but the books remain. They show just how much things
change and evolve over the years. By the
same token, they are a living testament to
one important truth: To wit - the more
things change, the more they stay the
same.
Advance orders for the yearbook will
be taken in front of Room 100 Tuesday,
December 4'h. The yearbook will be delivered in April and is only being sold in
advance for $30. Students with suggestions for its name, photographs for submission, advertising contacts, or any other
help can contact Nick Janiga at
njaniga@umich.edu
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Keeping Up With
Generation
PlayStation
by Matthew S. Weiler
Lost in the contemporary morass of a
TRL culture addicted to boy bands, rapmetal and Witless Spears and her minions
is the fact that teenagers have historically
been the antennae for Where Rock is Going. From Elvis Presley to the Beatles to
The Rolling Stones to Nirvana, the acne
set has sought out and found new music
to piss off their parents, and in so doing
has continuously anointed and redefined
our Rock Heroes. Generation PlayStation
seemed an exception to this trend, too
busy with their cell phones and Dawson's
Creek reruns to desire anything more than
dippy background music for shopping at
the mall. But in the last two months, in
America and in the UK, teenage music has
seen a Renaissance of sorts.

Andrew W.K.-1 Get Wet
Andrew W.K. exploded on the UK music scene like a shook-up can of Carling.
Q Magazine has declared AWK "the most
intriguing, most bizarre and most excit-

ing" new act of the year; they've already
charted a UK top 20 hit. Hirsute, maniacal AWK frontman Andrew is the most
compelling rock figure to hail from Ann
Arbor since Iggy Pop. In fact, Andrew
conjures the ghost of early Iggster in more
than appearance and propensity for selfmutilation. Andrew matches Iggy syllable-for-syllable in raw hyperactivity, and
grunt-for-grunt in bizarre machismo.
AWK recalls the hairbands of our youth,
particularly Quiet Riot and "Fight for Your
Right" era Beastie Boys (face it, for all its
Run DMC-inspired funkiness, Licensed to
Ill had precisely that appeal). AWK plays
Anthemic, keg-stand rock music powered
by relentless energy and punctuated by a
sly goofiness.
I Get Wet is a flurry of giddy threeminute staccato numbers about girls, partying and, well, partying. The word
'party' appears in no less than three song
titles. There are lashing guitars, shouted
refrains of "No!", "Hey!"," All right!", and
a consistent bang-your-head tom-tom
tempo. But beneath the haranguing onslaught of sound, the album positively
glows with a perfected pop silliness. Ultimately, it is their light-hearted,
unselfconscious approach that separates
AWK from their contemporaries: when
bands like Limp Bizkit are working on
their copped B-Boy tough guy image, pandering to sullen malltuffs everywhere,
AWK is backstage polishing off the keg,
preparing to make you jump out of your
Doc Martens.
One hears ironic echoes of Slayer on the
campy "Get Ready to Die," which is a
death metal tune transmuted by campy
synthesized piano. Never have the words
"when your time is at an end/ then it's
time to kill again" been sung to such blithe
musical accompaniment. "Never Give it
Up" is a song the Clash would have written during a tequila and speed binge.

Here the tempo swings from lighter-swaying sing-a-long to foot-stomping shout-along with a deftness that, much like the
album in general, belies the subject matter of the song. "Party Hard," the first
single, will be playing at nearly every
post-prom kegger in the United States after the album is released domestically
early next year. From the opening
roboticized declaration "when it's time to
party we will party hard," to the infectious
DUM-de-DUM-de-DUM guitar hook, to
the repeated refrain 'party hard' that spans
nearly the entire song, this is AWK at its
raucous, cheeky best. There is something
pure and compelling about a band who
makes music that sounds like good times
feel. It reminds us of why we liked Rock
and Roll in the first place, recalls a time in
our lives when entertainment was neither
introspective nor encumbered with guilt
or intellectual pretension. AWK is probably not going to change the world, at least
not yet, but this is fun stuff.

The Strokes-Is This It?

The Strokes are a foppish band of college dropouts from Manhattan who will
soon, if they haven't already, challenge the
Backstreet Boys/ N'Sync monopoly on the
affections of 15 year old girls. But their
appeal is, thankfully, much broader. Their
style of jangly, loose guitar pop tinged
with garage-band grittiness recalls early
Velvet Underground, among others.
Is This It? is a shimmering set of cuts
that pulls in two different directions. At
one extreme, it's what Elvis Costello might
Continued on page 8
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THE INSIDER
By Yingtao Ho
Fight Night: Assault and
Handcuffs
A week ago Friday, while the cameras
of ESPN2' s Friday Night Fights were still
running, middleweight James Butler committed a violent crime on national television. In a ten-round charity bout, underdog Richard Grant upset Butler in a unanimous decision. Afterwards, as Grant approached Butler for the customary postfight hug, Butler landed a right hook with
his bare fist to the side of Grant's face .
Grant fell semi-conscious to the ring. Butler was led from the ring in handcuffs and
charged with second
degree assault the
next morning.
Even in a world as
sleazy and violent as
professional boxing,
Butler's behavior was
unprecedented. This
attack was not like an
incident in 1994, when
Riddick
Bowe
punched his opponent in the chest during a pre-fight news
conference. Bowe's indiscretion was part
of the process of hyping up a fight, and
his punch did not do any serious damage
to his opponent. This incident was not like
the numerous ones involving Mike Tyson,
who committed his indiscretions in the
heat of the moment. The infamous earbiting incident, for example, occurred after thirteen rounds of boxing over two
fights in which Evander Holyfield intentionally held and head-butted Tyson to
avoid a frontal confrontation against Iron
Mike's superior quickness and punching
ability. Butler's crime occurred after he
already had sometime to cool down after
the fight.
For the New York Athletic Commission,
as well as boxing commissions across the
country, the question is what they should
do with Butler after he gets out of jail. On
the one hand, it is important to send a
message with Butler's sentence to deter
this type of behavior in the future. On the
other hand, Butler is not a marquee fighter,

and does deserve some right to make a
living. The most lucrative fights in the
United States are generally held in New
York, Atlantic City or Las Vegas. The Insider suggests that the Athletic Commissions of New York, New Jersey and Nevada issue life bans against Butler. Butler
should have the right to make a living. He
should be doomed, however, to do his
fighting away from the spotlight, and
against inferior opposition.

The State of the NFL
After nearly three months of battle on
the gridiron, one thing has become very
clear in the NFL: The talent gap between
most teams in the league is so narrow that

They also have perhaps the best pass rush
in the NFL. Kordell Stewart is enjoying
perhaps the best season of his career, and
is throwing the ball well enough to Hines
Ward to allow the Steelers to win games.
Unfortunately for the Steelers, no defense
on earth can contain the Raiders' offense.
John Gruden has implemented the West
Coast offense to perfection using big,
strong possession receivers like Tim
Brown and Jerry Rice. Both Brown and
Rice have the capability to take a five-yard
pattern, and go the distance. If a team
contains the outside receivers, the Raiders can use tight end Roland Williams and
running back Charlie Gamer as secondary reads. The single biggest difference
between the Raiders this year and last year
is Charlie Garner. He gives the Raiders
not only a more elusive runner, but also
a very effective receiver out of the
backfield. Combined with a middle
of the pack defense,
the Raiders are the
best team in the
League. Look for
the Raiders to bury
the Steelers at Oakland to win the AFC
championship.
The picture is much murkier on the
NFC side. The St. Louis Rams, everyone's
favorite to win it all, are much shakier than
people think. Beside the obvious problems with turnovers, the Rams defense is
not as good as people think. They still lack
a dominating pass rusher, and a good
cover corner opposite Aeneas Williams.
Last Monday night, the Rams gave up
three long, time-consuming touchdown
drives against the Buccaneers, who offer
one of the worst offenses in the league.
Outside of the Rams, the two best teams
are probably the 49ers and the Packers.
San Francisco has a great offense with the
second best rushing attack in the league,
and perhaps the game's best game breaker
in Terrell Owens. The 49ers, however, are
also giving up more than 22 points per
game, and are playing poorly on defense.
The Packers have the number three offense in the league, but is struggling defensively, surrendering more than 20
points in five of its last six games. Going

Even in a world as sleazy and violent as professional boxing, Butler's
behavior was unprecedented
most games are decided by mistakes and
luck. A few teams, however, have managed to emerge from the pack. The Insider wishes to go through each conference, and outline what the first three
months of the season has taught us.
On the AFC side, it has become a twohorse race between the Oakland Raiders
and the Pittsburgh Steelers. Before talking about the contenders, let me talk about
the pretenders: The Baltimore Ravens and
the New York Jets. With the Ravens, beside very obvious problems with the offense, the Ravens are having trouble defending the pass. Teams are spreading out
the Ravens' D with three and four wide
receiver packages, and then throwing the
ball all over the field. The Jets, on the other
hand, have the opposite problem: They are
last in the NFL against the run. Historically, teams that can't stop the run don't
go anywhere in the playoffs, period. The
Steelers are number-one in the league both
running the football and stopping the run.

~ll=s======~==·~~=====~=e=s=®=e=s=ta=e======4=~=e=re=mh=e=a=oo==l==~ll~-----------------one tier lower, the Bears are not like the
Ravens last year because they do not have
a dominant past rusher. Overall, the NFC
will come down to which team enjoys the
home field advantage: If the Rams own
the home field advantage, they will represent the NFC in the Super Bowl. If the
Rams have to play on grass, look for the
Packers to win the NFC.

PREDICTIONS, PREDICTIONS, PREDICTIONS
Duke v. Michigan
On December 8, Michigan fans will get
a chance to watch one of college
basketball's all-time best, Duke point
guard Jason Williams, when the topranked Blue Devils invade Crisler Arena
to take on the MAC team impersonating
the Michigan Wolverines. Looking at the
man-to-man match-ups, Duke will have
three major advantages on offense. First,
at the point guard position, look for Williams, who is bigger and quicker than
Wolverine guard Avery Queen, to drive
on and post-up his Michigan counterpart.
If the Michigan defense gives Queen help,
Williams will pass out of the double team
for open three-point shots. Second, watch
for Carlos Boozer in the lane against Chris
Young. Look for Boozer to dominate
Young in the paint, and force Michigan to
double and triple team him in the low
post. Third, Mike Dunleavy is an impossible match-up for every team in college
basketball because he has shooting guard
skills and a power forward's height. Look
for Dunleavy to dominate Michigan forwards La Veil Blanchard and Bernard
Robinson on the offensive end.

On the other side, for Michigan to stay
in the game at all, Blanchard or Robinson
will need to have a huge game. Because
Dunleavy is not a good defender, Dauntay
Jones is the only player left to guard them.
Look for the player who does not draw
Jones, either matched up against
Dunleavy or Chris Duhon, to have a big
game.
The bottom line is this: As the bigger
and more skilled team, Duke will dominate the boards, win the turnover battle,
and outshoot Michigan. Coach K will call
off the dogs in the second half, and the
final score will be closer than the game
actually is. Oh well, one more nail in the
coffin for the Wolverines' dream of playing in the NIT.
Duke 95, Michigan 70

Playstation, from page 6

call "ugly drug music." At the other, it's
the post-punk equivalent of Revolver: a
bevy of slim, effortless guitar-driven melodies with an eclectic set of influences.
Casablancas' vocals alternate between
swaggering "All Shook Up" era Elvis
Presley and swooning Roy Orbison lambency. This has been tried before, of
course, most notably by the Lemonheads,
but Casablancas has a much better supporting cast than Evan Dando did. Guitarists Valensi and Hammond hammer
out a few worthy solos, and keep up a
veneer of snarly-sweet three-chord hooks,

while bassist Fraiture and drummer
Moretti push the tempo with metronomelike precision.
In "Someday" Casablancas does his best
Mick Jagger circa 1965, from the pouty,
husky vocal rasp, to the girl-chasing bravado: "you say you wanna stand by my
side/ darlin' your head's not right." For
their part, Valensi and Hammond pound
out a pretty convincing rendition of
"Brown Sugar" era Rolling Stones. The
unfortunately timed "New York City
Cops," which was understandably excised
from the domestic version of the release
(the offending chorus: "New York City
cops, they ain' t too smart"), reveals a familiarity with sneering late-70s British
punk. Were it not so polished, it could
pass as something the Sex Pistols might
have written, were they ever to have taken
an interest in writing about girls, though
to be honest, the Pistols would probably
dismiss the entire Strokes endeavor as
wankery. "Barely Legal" bristles with
back-alley Lou Reed nihilism, as
Casablancas recounts an unsuccessful
pursuit of the eponymous Lolita: "I just
want to mis-a-behave / I just want to be
your slave/ you ain't ever had nothing I
wanted but/ I want it all and I just can't
figure out/ nothing." On "Last Night",
Casablancas does a scoff-y recreation of
teenage alienation: "people, they don't
understand / girlfriends, they can' t understand." Is This It? is full of Young Love,
from a snotty Manhattan kid's perspective, but these guys are too damn talented
to let that color one's thinking too much.
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Form and Substance in Law
Journ<
a l Publica;d!,eon (Part II)*

•• o••

This article expands on the premises in
Duncan Kennedy's article "Form and Substance in Private Law Adjudication" (89
Harvard Law Review 1685 (1976) [hereinafter "Form"]), and applies them to law
school and law journal publication.
"Form" furnishes a nice title off of which
to pun or riff and hopefully, its mention
will get people to read the seminal original article. Before I continuing my argument on practice and form, I will provide,
a one-sentence summary of Kennedy's
theory in "Form." Regarding substantive
issues, Kennedy encourages altruism over
"individualism" (greed), and regarding
form, he says that formalistic law (rules)
often gives an advantage to the laissez-faire
or "self-reliantly" minded, as opposed to
the legal regime of relatively informal lawmaking (standards), which is much more
relaxed, equitable and merciful to the underdog. Many of those supposedly "natural" rules favoring the "self-reliant" were
biased to begin with, e.g., subsidizing the
cunning, dishonorable, and often wealthy,
stockholders by limiting corporate shareholder liability, see "Form" at 1727, 1738,
1778. His solution to formalistic injustice-one which some have characterized
as having judges simply ignore the law,
behaving in a non-neutral manner and
acting altruistically, e.g., throwing out contracts they see as unfair any time they
think it will benefit society (see "Form" at
1771-78)-may go too far. Is there really
any optimal solution to the difficult problems he outlines?
Without trying to fashion a superior
solution, one can at least usefully question a part of his rhetoric: his use of the
term "individualism." It is nearly always
a rhetorical mistake or trap to conflate
"greed" with "individualism," because
while greed is indeed self-centered, it is

* The RG

also collective in that it usually has to be
enjoyed in a society. What would the
green paper we call money be worth if no
one else existed besides you to pay it to,
or spend it on? In addition, conformism,
a frequent bosom companion of greed, is
anything but individualistic. In room 200
job interviews, how many people dare not
to wear a suit? (Fortunately, one notes a
number of women at least willing to fight
a little - by wearing pants rather than be
confined to skirts.) There is plenty of
greed and conformism in room 200; but
not a whole lot of individualism, pace
Kennedy. Any society is composed not
just of individuals, but, rather, is a collective, or series of sub-collectives, and both
public good and individual rights require
protection- partially by relatively benevolent collectives such as democratically
elected governments with good constitutions, against predatory collectives like the
economic market. While markets may be
composed of individual actors, the market is a collective, and often deadly, phenomenon. Bees sometimes sting not so
much as individuals but rather as whole
hives, and so do corporations or conglomerates (and their accompanying, suitwearing law firms) who pollute the environment, and sell murderously defective
breast implants and other products.
Real individualism should be encouraged, but is it encouraged at the Law
School? Unnecessary hierarchy tends to
stifle creativity and individualism, and
this applies equally well to student writing. On most journals, professors have the
"legal entitlement" of not only free student labor, but also of having their work
called "articles," whereas student published work gets called a "note" -sort of
like the little yellow post-its you stick on
something-or even a "comment," believe

it or not. A student writing 25 or more
pages on a legal topic may get to have her
work labeled at the same level as a "comment" like "Hey, it's raining out today,
huh?" So much for fairness. It doesn't
matter if the student's work is better, and
longer, than the work of professors publishing in the same issue: it's a strict hierarchy, "article," "note," "comment."
No wonder so many students, even on
journals which require a "note," do one
half-heartedly and make few attempts
ever to get it published; they know that
they are going to be treated explicitly as
inferiors no matter how long, or good,
their work is. Any observer might suspect that more students would write better, and publish more, if they knew they
would be treated as equals. One particularly sorry situation is at, of all places, the
Harvard Law Review; perusal of a 2001 issue shows that note writers aren't even
named in the issue. That's right, there's
just "Note" and a title, no author; a practice that gives new meaning to the phrase
"ghost-writing." How could a student
author be so spineless as not to at least
ask that her or his name appear? Some
other journals are almost as bad as the
HLR; the University of Cincinnati Law Review refuses to publish student note writers' names on the cover, relegating them
to the inside. The Yale Law Journal, and
many other well-known journals, follow
no such practices of author-omission.
Refusing to mention students' names is
almost "natural," perhaps, if you are going to demean students by unnaturally
consigning them to "note" or "comment"
status in the first place. Those who really
want to find out if a professor or student
wrote the article can simply look at the
little biography at the start of the footnotes. Students who feel their work is inadequate to be called anything more than
a "note" or "comment" can request that it
be called that, but they certainly should
not be forced to call it that, or even encouraged to relinquish their right. Fortunately, there are some law journals that do
not tend to enforce such an artificial distinction. Assuming student work is inferior just does not reflect reality, and may
unnecessarily alienate students.
In this regard, law professor Lenora
Ledwon, in "Storytelling and Contracts:
(Casebook Review Essay)", 13 Yale Jour-

regrets the error in not indicating in the previous issue that the article of the same title was Part one of a two part series.
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nal of Law and Feminism 117, 118 (2001)
notes that pedagogical choices have to be
made carefully so as not to alienate or
disempower students, whether in selecting a casebook (that could have cases, or
analyses, which are seen as demeaning of
women, racial minorities, etc.) or in various other teaching options and selections.
The casebook the article reviews, Contracting Law (Amy Kastely et a!. eds., 2d ed.
2000), encourages empathy and narrative,
which are not traditionally legal ways of
thinking, by such means as including a
poem, "Blue Collar Goodbyes" by Sue
Doro, on U.S. Steel's Youngstown plant
closings. The opening lines (Ledwon,
"Storytelling ... " at 127, citing Kastely et
a!. at 143-44):
"blue collar goodbyes are a jumpstart on
a frozen battery midnight parking lot. .. "
There are probably knee-jerk conformist professors that would laugh such creative casebook choices out of their classrooms; but those are the professors who
themselves should be laughed out of the
academy for their narrowness of vision.
While I doubt that any professor (administrator, interested alumus) here
would be so neurotic or insecure as to feel
threatened by abolishing the article-notecomment distinction entirely, there arealways the less enlightened institutions elsewhere, where people of ego and inertia
might be found. I must admit, about this
school, that I recently heard at dinner that
a contracts professor here had just made
in class some questionable remarks about
Jewish people. Is this 2001, or 1901? Has
society really advanced? I have heard
professors not only swear extensively in
class, including, from a male professor, the
sexist term "bitching," but have also heard
from faculty here ostensibly "amusing,"
but still demeaning, remarks about French
and Italians, if fortunately not about African-Americans or Latina/ os. (Note: arecent Michigan court case found schools
legally actionable for a climate of harassment created by, among other things,
swearing.) How do such remarks set a
good example? Maybe some egos and
manners really do need constraining?
Though the following may not be applicable at this school, I am alwa ys
amused by the New Testament quote, in
Mark 12:38-40 and Luke 20:46-47, "Beware
of the teachers of the law. They like to
walk around in flowing robes [prospec-

tive judges? ] and love to be greeted in the
marketplaces [note to law-and-economics
types?] ... and the places of honor at banquets. They devour widows' houses ...
Such men will be punished most severely." I have met no teacher here as bad
as, say, the depraved, sexually-harassing
egomaniac Harvard law professor
Callahan in Legally Blonde, but still, the
amount of preening "I got all Ns in law
school and went on to my big clerkship,
dah dah dah" ego one occasionally encounters here is astounding. While I
refuse to use the words "homosocial" or
"hierarchical" again in this article, you get
the picture.
Actually, as feedback about part I of the
article, one professor noted to me that
there is also intra-faculty hierarchy, and
that non-tenured faculty may be under
special pressure to publish. She noted as
well that while students certainly do a lot
of cite-checking, the professor does almost
all the intellectual work; in fact, she wondered if there should be more journals run
and published only by professors, who
might understand the articles better. One
can certainly sympathize with junior faculty and their own struggles. From another point of view, I spoke to a student
today who said that students should only
have to do the first two hours of journal
cite-checking free, and professors should
have to pay $10 an hour after that (an idea
I do not oppose). More generally, anumber of students, some on journals or reviews that do not allow associate editors
to vote on the choice of editorial boards,
expressed agreement that it would be a
good idea to democratize and equalize
relations between journals and faculty,
and between journal boards and memberships as well. (No one said the lack of an
editor-in-chief would destroy a journal.)
In any case, the burden is still on those
who think inequality or lack of democracy
are good things, to defend those attributes.
Is equality that much of a threat to quality? There are benefits, some say, of having only law journal boards select new
members, because then the boards will
have a better idea of who did a good job
and who didn't. As well, various tests
may be given to prospective board members, and some "peer review" procedures
may exist to allow input from outside of
the board. Still, it should be noted that
the journals here that do let "junior" edi-

tors elect boards have not folded yet, and
still continue to get numerous article submissions and symposium speakers from
many sources, even "prestigious" ones.
Also, hybrid methods of selection are not
impossible, e.g., journal boards could decide who they thought the two or three
best-qualified people were for a position,
but then let the whole membership exercise their individual choices to elect one
of those people. Or boards could recommend certain people, and give reasons for
the recommendations, but then let any
candidate run and be selected. Any move
toward more democracy or equality in
board selection or journal administration,
though, would be welcome in the eyes of
many students, and perhaps the more
motion the better.
In answering the initial question, "what
point is there to law school or to law journals, really?" there is plenty of justification and much to learn. Hopefully, however, there is little to support inequality
as a substantive goal, or perpetuating inequality in law school procedures and socia! relations. Without answering the bigger question, "What is the law itself about,
anyway?" or without necessarily agreeing
with theorist Ronald Dworkin that law is
eventually a "fraternal" attitude, some
idea of human community, even exhilarating human community without meanness or a collective herd mentality, is not
the worst goal. Re the "Socratic method,"
the real Socrates deflated the pompous; he
was not one of the pompous himself, and
one wonders how he might take pleasure
in puncturing certain professors. In the
classroom, on journals, and in life outside
of class, that original Socratic method from
some 2400 years ago might be wise to follow, a leveling, often humorous attitude
that would seek what was really the best
rather than having some things, such as
certain people's written work, automatically labeled as higher or better than others, regardless of the truth. Rather than
having a limited number of people given
nearly unlimited power to make choices
for and over others; rather than having
divisive or segregated forms of interaction
we should strive for real unifying substance and worth in whatever work we
do together here, as people hopefully both
individualistic and altruistic.

If you are interested in having a life
to JO with your career, consider a
career or a summer clerkship with
Brown & Fortunato, P.C. in
Amari:lto, Texas. We believe in maintaining a balance between a legal
career and a personal life. We offer
valuable hands-on experience providing every new attorney and summer
clerk the broadest possible exposure
to the firms diverse practice areas. For
mo:re information on employment
opportunities at Brown & Fortunato,
visit our website atvvww.bf-law.com.

HltO\VN & FORTUNATO, P.C.
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Two
Movies
to See
by Russel Krauter
Finally, there are movies in the theater
that I will actually see. After months of
films that look absolutely horrifying I can
return to paying eight dollars to sit in a
dark room with strangers. I just wish I
could pick which strangers will sit behind
me. This week I went to see two very different movies with two very different, but
somewhat annoying audiences.

From Hell·
If there is one thing Johnny Depp can
do, it is play a brooding, substance abusing semi-social outcast. From Hell is certainly the film for him. As you probably
know, he plays an amazingly drug addled
detective on the scent of Jack the Ripper.
Steeped in a mix of opium and absinthe
he glides through the shadows of the
White Chapel district in London. His
character is somewhat likable and fairl y
believable, but in some sense lacks great
depth. Perhaps this is because he spends
a fair bit of time unconscious. This role is
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not the apex of his career, and the acting
looks extremely similar to his work in The
Ninth Gate, but it is certainly good enough
for the movie. Heather Graham, on the
other hand, goes
well beyond the
work she did in
other
films .
Honestly this
isn't all that difficult to do.
Generally, she is
expected to do
things like wear
tight outfits and
at the most kick
someone in the
face with a roller
ska te. In From
Hell she actually
ha s to play a
street whore, and she does it tolerably
well. The directing in this film was, to my
thinking, the best part. You really get the
feel of the opium dens and the brutal
disembowelings. Whether this is a good
thing or not depends on your personal
tastes. The plot of the movie is probably
the weakest aspect. Although it is a detective film at heart, there isn't much shock
or surprise to the revelation of who committed the murders. This and the Masonic
bend in the storyline are somewhat dark
spots. Perhaps I would be less negative if
the people sitting behind me weren't talking, literally, throughout the entire movie.
I would really like to know why people
would want to pay money to sit in a dark
hole and discuss intimate details of their
lives with fifty strangers glaring at them.

Monsters Inc. •
This could easily be classified as an
event film. It has been long awaited by
everyone desperate to entertain their children. Perhaps I shouldn't have gone to
see it on the opening weekend. The theater was swarmed with small people running around. It was also not easy to get
tickets despite the fact that it was showing on four screens. This clearly demonstrates the new phenomenon in animation
- movies with enough sight gags for the
kids and enough upper level jokes for the
desperate parents. In Monsters, Inc., this
dichotomy is coupled with phenomenal
animation. Frankly, the animation might

II
be this movie's biggest asset. The detail
is absolutely incredible. Sullivan, a hairy
creature with the responsibility of scaring
children whose screams are then harnessed to power
the monster city,
has a full coat
which responds in
stunningly accurate ways in a variet y of circumstances. You can
even see snow collect on it as if it
were real. Animation aside, the
characters are extremely likable,
even for a person
as cynical as myself. Trouble begins in the monster world when a small
child sneaks in, to the horror of Sullivan
and his technical assistant Mike, as children are considered highly toxic. Eventually Sullivan develops a relationship
with the child. It is almost obscene how
cute this all is. The child herself is adorable and the two's relationship would
elicit an "awww" from virtually anyone.
Although I find Disney to be nauseatingly
syrupy, this approach works in this film
like a cuteness atomic bomb, unavoidable
and devastating. All of this aside, the
movie didn't quite have the sophistication
and slight dark tone of Shrek, both of
which were much easier to relate to. I have
to say, sitting in a theater filled with noisy,
short perpetual motion machines wasn't
all that bad. There is something about
going to see a G rated movie that makes
you expect this sort of thing. Perhaps it is
also because Monsters Inc. didn't require
the full immersion that From Hell did to
enjoy it.
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.. !.~}s~tYear's 10 Best Albums
Whigs front man Greg Dulli' s side project
is full of symphonic, sultry R&B. Why
does Enrique Iglesias even bother?

Steven Malkmus-Steven Malkmus.
Ex-Pavement front man releases analbum with clarity and harmony that Pavement spent years eschewing.

Ben Folds-Rocking The Suburbs. Same
guy, different supporting cast, same
whimsical piano-driven lovely-bitter approach. Pretty soon he will tire of sarcasm
and caricature, but anybody who takes
potshots at Limp Bizkit will make my' A:
list.

horns, strings, bongo drums and rhythm
guitar seamlessly. A band who would
conceive of putting tracks "Godless,"
"Nietzsche" and "Mohammad" on the
same album deserves a little censure
though to give them the benefit of th~
doubt, they are probably taking the piss.
Nobody likes a smart-ass.

The Strokes-Is This It?. Tones of
Jagger and Reed. They like to chase girls.
Andrew W.K. is tuffer.

Mercury Rev-All Is A Dream. For all
their Flaming Lips kookiness, this is a dark
and elegant album. Though the mosquitowhine vocals could prove too much for
the average listener.
Rufus Wainwright-Poses. Too bookish
to catch on, and too clever for his own
good, Wainwright solidifies his place as
the king .of overwrought lyricism. Few
could write a better song about cigarettes
and chocolate milk.

The Twilight Singers-Twilight as
Played By the Twilight Singers . Afghan

Ryan Adams-Gold. Journeyman's tales
of heartache and the American Road. Insightful, wry , beautiful. Not to be confused with Bryan Adams, who is a simpering pufftoad.
Dandy Warhols-13 Songs From Urban
Bohemia. Portland's answer to the Stone
Roses create a lush album that weaves

Dido-No Angel. Craig Kilborn thinks
she's cute. Her so mew here-between-Madonna-and-Sarah McLachlan stylings
were made famous when Eminem
sampled her. You / your girlfriend won't
stop playing this album.
Jason Falkner-four Track Days. Only
abject stupidity on behalf of Elektra record
company executives stands between

Falkner and pop stardom. After two sublime solo albums that should have redefined power-pop, he releases a collection
of demos that puts 99.9% of this year's
releases to shame.
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by Harry Mihas
George Harrison was The Shy One. Not
a Lennon, nor a McCartney. Not as famous a songwriter as either. Perhaps not
quite a legend.
But like most
people who
quietly work
around the margins Harrison,
who died on
Thursdayat the
age of 58, was a
dri v ing influence on the music that shaped
a generation.
He was the
man
who
brought Indian
mysticism and .
the Maharishi
to the Fab Four. f
He was the man
whose lead guitar underpinned all those early Beatles hits
and who later forged the psychedelic
sound of the late 60s.
Even though he wasn't primarily
known for his songwriting, he does get
credit for occasional Beatles classics like
- "Something," "Here Comes the Sun,"
and "While My Guitar Gently Weeps." Yet
despite his musical talent Harrison, The
Overshadowed One, never managed the
same professional or public recognition as
Lennon and McCartney.
Though he never complained openly,
there was a sense of bitterness to him. He
never made up with John Lennon before
the latter's murder in 1980, and said he
wouldn't want to join a band with Paul
McCartney in it. Harrison's former record
company and 1974 album were named
"Dark Horse." This is how he described
it in an interview, "the one who suddenly
pulls out from behind the rest and barrels

l

ahead to actually win the race. That's me
I guess."
To many, though, he was an enigmaJohn Lennon said, "George himself is no
mystery. But the mystery of George inside is immense."
In
short,
Harrison's life
was a string of
contradictions.
He was the
"quiet one"
who
never
stopped talking, the melancholy one who
was a wisecracker. The
spiritual man
who liked Forracing.
rock star who
was never happier
than
spreading fertiliser on his garden. He even
dedicated his autobiography "I Me Mine"
(1982) "to all gardeners everywhere."
Maybe the best definition of the man's
style came when he once told a reporter,

"I never asked to be famous, I just wanted
to be successful." He got both. He may
not have been the Beatles' "leader," but
polls showed Harrison the most popular
of the Fab Four with U.S. audiences.
He was also innovative, to say the least.
George was the Beatie who brought the
psychidelic and Indian mysticism into the
Beatles' music and the sitar into pop culture. Despite his huge influence on the
Beatles, he was not allowed to make that
influence public. When the Fab Four split
up in 1970 their hesitancy in recording
Harrison songs was a reason for the split.
The music didn't stop after the Beatles.
Harrison earned two Grammy awards
including one with "The Travelling
Wilburys, " featuring Bob Dylan, Tom
Petty, Jeff Lynne and Roy Orbison. There
was a also number one hit in 1987 when
he redid, "Got My Mind Set on You."
There were setbacks, episodes of bad
publicity and a four year battle with cancer. Above all, Harrison will be remembered for his music. He once said: "I think
people who can live their life in music are
telling the world: 'You can have my love,
you can have my smiles. Forget the bad
parts, you don' t need them.' Just take the
music, the goodness, because it's the very
best,' and it's the part I give most willingly."
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ACROSS
1. Namesake
6. Bavarian automobile
9. Pauses
14. Language peculiarity
15. Fields movie
16. Extrude
17. Thanksgiving pie flavor
18. _ _ and vinegar
19. Prefix for graph
20. Irate, and rightfully so!
22. Large-mouthed fish
23. Muck and mire
24. Arab ruler
26. Levittown house
30. TVprogram ''The _ _"
34. Flower-Arranging Material
35. Author
Jong
36. Bon
37. A British fort in Western PA
38. Appendages of neurons
39. Hyperbolic tangent
40. Consume
41. Take off a board with holes
42. A dunked donut, e .g.
43. Yearly
45. Pertaining to the North wind
46. Soil additive, bone _ _
47. Infant's language
48. A sleeping sickness
51 . Stately Spanish dance
57 . What we should all be
58 . Slang for diamonds
59. Tougher
60. Notwholebut _ _ _
61 . Unit of electrified resistance
62. Alpha-No-No-Alpha-Tango (acronym
63. A type of law pertaining to dogs
64. As born
65. Structures of twigs

DOWN
1. Nickname for Marian
2.God
3. Swedish singer
4. Places
5. Unguents (Greek)
6 . Slangforwomen
7 . Popular streets
8. Heaving
9. Clone
10. Give urgent advice
11 . X marks this
12. Camper's home
13. Typeofgin
21. Gist
) 25. Popular computers
26. Toast does this
27. What workers strike for
28. Poly sulfur
29.
to be
31 . Physical likeness

32. Dance in a line
33. Lucy's friend at Exxon
35. What drug in school
38. Thai King's friend
39. Rocky pinnacle
41 . Disinter
42. Protein source
44. Variation of#24 across
45. Ladies underwear
47. Any thick liquid
48. _ _-retentive
49. A hollow cylinder of wood
50. Sports association
52 . Stomach ailment
53. Another version of 38 down
54. Female religions
55. Mild oath
56. Groups of tennis games
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